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ABSTRACT
Does it make sense, today, fifty years after its issuing, to examine the topicality and the effectiveness of the principles encoded by the Venice Charter?
Obviously, the evolution of the discipline of restoration in the last decades, the refinement of the theory and the practical application of those criteria gave birth to further documents, more pertinent to the different types of heritage today considered compared to those ‘classical’ - industrial archaeology, gardening art and landscape values, modern architecture, archaeological sites (underwater included), vernacular values - that, however, kept on their background the clarity of the concepts codified by the 1964 document.
The last is probably its strongest point: its clarity and wideness, though within the intrinsic rigour of its basic concepts, able to be received and applied in different countries and in different cultures with different inflections and tones, reamed by tradition and inserted within the specificity of each culture.
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